2015 Autumn Equinox Meru University Event

Higher Alchemy and Divine Abundance for a New Era
with Saint Germain and Fortuna

New York City, NY
September 25-27

Friday, September 25 (Free) (All times Eastern)

7:00 pm Welcome by David Christopher Lewis
How to Use Advanced Alchemy to Co-create a New World
and Experience Greater Spiritual Fulfillment, Joy and Grace
8:00 Questions and Answers
9:00 Book signing: Saint Germain on Advanced Alchemy for sale at $15
($4.95 savings)

Saturday, September 26 (with Saint Germain)

9:45 am Silent meditation on the violet light and the Seventh Age of Aquarius
10:00 Songs, rhythmic chanting and movement
Saint Germain: The Cosmic Purpose for My Book on Advanced
Alchemy
11:00 Reflection/sharing on the HeartStream
11:15 Intermission
11:30 Musical meditation
11:45 Darshan with Saint Germain on Advanced Alchemy
The audience asks the master questions.
1:00 pm Lunch, community fellowship
3:00 Songs, rhythmic chanting and movement
Darshan with Saint Germain on Advanced Alchemy
The master asks the audience questions.
4:30     Intermission
4:45     Saint Germain: *Discourse on Using Alchemy for Personal Awakening, Enlightenment and Soul Freedom*
6:00     Dinner  
         Book signing

**Sunday, September 27 (with Fortuna)**

9:45 am  In seats. Silent meditation
10:00    Songs, rhythmic chanting and movement
         Fortuna: *Co-creating Greater Abundance for All in Your Life*
11:30    Intermission
11:45    Musical meditation
12:00    *Special blessing by Fortuna of the Hands with the Five Crystal Rays for the Acceleration of Our Sacred Labor*
1:00     Special gift to onsite participants
         Sealing and circle of appreciation
         Lunch and fellowship
         Book signing
3:33     Community field trip (optional)